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Users are reporting a slow response time when performing queries on business process
instances and human tasks in a production environment. On examination of the
environment, it is discovered that this is due to the high number of process instances and
human tasks that are being returned by searches, most of which are not required by the
user, and are in turn increasing load on the servers. What should the deployment
professional create to improve response times and reduce server load.
 
 
A. A ad-hoc report in Process Portal 
B. A customized widget in Business Space 
C. A saved search in the Process Inspector 
D. A customized view in the Business Process Choreographer explorer 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A bank has deployed a loan application business process that interacts with an external
credit check service using a web service import binding. After deployment of the
application, the deployment professional notices that a number of failed events are
generated from the credit check service endpoint. After examining the failed events, the
deployment professional determines the port number for the credit check service is
incorrect and must be updated. What can the deployment professional do to fix this
problem?
 
 
A. Use the administrative console and update modules import binding. 
B. Use the administrative console and update modules import binding and restart the
module. 
C. Manually edit the wsdl file since the endpoint address cannot be updated using the
administrative console. 
D. Send the application back to development as the import binding endpoint address
cannot be dynamically updated. 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A deployment professional needs to install a snapshot to an offline server. The deployment
professional built the package and is ready for installation. What should the deployment
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professional run next to complete the deployment?
 
 
A. serviceDeploy and retrieveProcessAppPackage. 
B. retrieveProcessAppPackage and installProcessAppPackage 
C. serviceDeploy, retrieveProcessAppPackage, and installProcessAppPackage 
D. retrieveProcessAppPackage, serviceDeploy, and installProcessAppPackage 
 

Answer: B

 

 

After a successful deployment of the event service and its associated resources, a
deployment professional needs to set up the Common Event Infrastructure (CEI)
application in a clustered environment. To do so, which one of the following utilities should
the deployment professional execute through the wsadmin tool?
 
 
A. deployEventService 
B. deployEventServiceMdb 
C. enableEventService 
D. setEventServiceJmsAuthAlias 
 

Answer: A

 

 

In an IT department of a company, the deployment professional is responsible for
managing the shared toolkits in the Process Center repository. The toolkits dependency
model has the following assumptions: ?Process applications could use one or more
toolkits. ?Intra-toolkits dependency could exists. What is the setting that must be unique for
the different toolkits?
 
 
A. Name 
B. Acronym 
C. Namespace 
D. Exposed Items 
 

Answer: B
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A deployment professional is going to install IBM Business Process Manager Advanced
V7.5.1. Oracle will be used as the backend database provider. The deployment
professional needs to ensure that the user ID used for installation and configuration has
enough privileges to avoid database unauthorized access problems.
 
 
Which privilege(s) are required by the user ID for this task?
 
 
A. SESSION privilege. 
B. EXECUTE ON PROCEDURES privilege. 
C. CREATESG, CREATEDBA, and CREATEDBC privileges. 
D. Sufficient privileges to create relational tables and indexes in the data store schema. 
 

Answer: D

 

 

During the analysis of a workflow system that will be implemented using IBM Business
Process Manager V7.5.1, it was pointed out that the human tasks assignment will not only
rely on the organization structure but also on another criteria which will be kept in the
application data base. Which people directory provider should the deployment professional
use?
 
 
A. LDAP 
B. Active Directory 
C. Operating system repository 
D. Virtual Member Manager ( VMM ) 
 

Answer: D

 

 

A deployment professional is implementing a remote messaging, remote support and web
topology, with three nodes (Node01, Node02 and Node03). Each node has a cluster
member for each deployment environment cluster. The client expects to have extensive
message traffic and this situation could become a bottleneck. What should the deployment
professional do to prevent this problem?
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